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In this paper we elaborate on the idea@Lohseet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 1359–1362~1997!# that
~single! sonoluminescing air bubbles rectify argon. The reason for the rectification is that nitrogen
and oxygen dissociate and their reaction products dissolve in water. We give further experimental
and theoretical evidence and extend the theory to other gas mixtures. We show that in the absence
of chemical reactions~e.g., for inert gas mixtures! gas accumulation in strongly acoustically driven
bubbles can also occur. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51241-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sonoluminescence~SL! has long been known to be ver
sensitive to the gas used.1–5 This effect is even more pro
nounced for single bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL!, a phe-
nomenon in which a single gas bubble is driven by a stro
acoustic field and can emit short light pulses for hours6,7

Detailed experiments by the Putterman group at UCLA8–16

revealed that inert gas as part of the operating gas is es
tial. In Figure 1 we show the experimental SL intensity fro
a SL bubble in water as a function of the percentagej l of
noble gas mixed with nitrogen, taken from Ref. 11. Pu
nitrogen bubbles show hardly any SL emission; the optim
is aroundj l50.0151%, i.e., the amount of argon containe
in air.

Besides the noble gas percentagej l the other experimen
tally controllable parameters in SBSL experiments are
forcing pressure amplitudePa of the forcing sound field

P~ t !5Pa cosvt, ~1!

the total gas pressure overheadp` , and the ambient pressur
P0 , which is normally 1 atm. The frequencyv/2p which is
in a range between 20 kHz and 40 kHz is fixed as it has to
adopted to the size of the resonator~‘‘Crum cell,’’ 17!. Note
that the ambient radiusR0 of the bubble~i.e., the bubble
radius at ambient standard conditionsP051 atm and at the
temperature of the water! is not a free parameter, but th
system adjustsR0 itself by diffusional processes.

There are two types of SBSL: stable and unsta
SBSL.13,18 In unstableSBSL the phase of light emissio
~measured relative to the phase of the forcing sound fi!
drifts on a diffusional time scale of seconds, interrupted
sudden breakdowns. The same is true for the maxi
bubble size per cycle and for the light intensity. An exam
for the bubble dynamics and light intensity for unstab
SBSL is shown in Figure 6 of Ref. 15. In Ref. 18 we qua
titatively accounted for unstable SBSL as light emiss
from a bubble growing by rectified diffusion5,15,18–22 and
thereby running into a shape instability5,18,22–25 where it
pinches off a microbubble and starts over. The pinch
leads to arecoil of the bubble which makes it appear ‘‘jig
gling’’ or ‘‘dancing’’. 6,7,13 Meanwhile, the pinched off mi-

a!Electronic mail: lohse@stat.physik.uni-marburg.de
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crobubble could be visualized.26 The second type of SBSL is
stableSBSL, distinguished by a constant phase and inten
of the light pulses, repeating for hours with remarkab
precision.8,9,27

In Ref. 18 we calculatedphase diagramsof SL bubbles
in the ambient radius vs forcing pressure and gas pressu
forcing pressure phase spaces. These diagrams are bas
the Rayleigh–Plesset equation for the bubble radiusR(t), a
similar type of approximation for shape distortions, and t
advection diffusion equation. We call this approach t
Rayleigh–Plesset SL bubble approach. Shape stabilities and
diffusional stabilities are considered. The phase diagra
quantitatively agree with Barberet al.’s13 and Löfstedt
et al.’s15 experiments for argon~and other inert gas! bubbles,
but not for air bubbles.

For argon bubbles stable SBSL is only possible in
small window of tiny gas concentration, see Figure 2 wh
is calculated for a water temperature of 20°C, as all calcu
tions done in this paper. ForPa51.3 atm this window is
betweenp`

Ar/P050.002 and 0.004 in very good agreeme
with Löfstedtet al.’s experimental data. Repeating the calc
lation of such phase diagrams for air bubbles essenti
gives the same result, however, experimentally stable SB
in air bubbles is found at about one hundred times larger
pressure overhead.6,13,22 This discrepancy between air an
argon bubbles was first pointed out by Lo¨fstedtet al.,15 who
hypothesized an ‘‘as yet unidentified mass ejection mec
nism’’ in air bubbles which ‘‘is the key to SL in a single
bubble.’’

II. AIR BUBBLES VS ARGON BUBBLES

In Refs. 28 and 29 we have suggested that this mec
nism ischemical. The occurrence of chemical reactions h
in fact led to the discovery of multibubble sonoluminescen
~MBSL!2–5,30–32: Frenzel and Schultes1 were stimulated to
look for luminescence as the formation of hydrogen perox
in aqueous fluids subjected to sound that had been obse
before. Later, Schultes and Gohr33 found that also nitric and
nitrous acids were produced. The reason is that the high t
peratures generated by the bubble collapse are beyond
dissociation temperature of oxygen and nitrog
~'9000 K34!, leading to the formation of O and N radica
which react with the H and O radicals formed from the d
sociation of water vapor. Rearrangement of the radicals
7/107(17)/6986/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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6987D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
lead to the formation of NO, OH, and NH, which eventua
dissolve in water to form H2O2, HNO2, and HNO3, among
other products.

Based on fits of SBSL spectra10,35 and hydrodynamic
calculations,14,36 it is assumed that internal bubble tempe
tures in SBSL are even higher than in MBSL. Therefore,
same reactions as in MBSL will occur. The reaction produ
~NO2, NO,...! are pressed into the surrounding liquid, and a
not recollected during the next bubble cycle, since their so
bility in water is enormous. These chemical processes
prive the gas in the bubble of its reactive components. Sm
amounts of N2 and O2 that diffuse into the bubble during th
expansion react and their dissociation products are expe
back into the surrounding liquid at the bubble collapse. T
only gases that can remain within a SBSL bubble over m
bubble cycles are those which at high temperatures do
react with the liquid vapor, i.e., inert gases. Hence, when
is dissolved in water, a strongly forced bubble is almost co

FIG. 1. SL intensity~normalized to air! from a SL bubble in water as a
function of the percentage~mole fraction! of noble gas mixed with nitrogen
The gas mixture was dissolved in water at a pressure head of 150 mm
i.e., p` /P0;0.2. The data are taken from Figure 1 of Hilleret al. ~Ref. 11!.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for pure argon bubbles in thep`
Ar/P0 versusPa /P0

parameter space. Stable SL is only possible in a very small window of a
concentration. The experimental data points included for comparison
to observed stable SL~filled symbols! or stable non-SL bubbles~open sym-
bols! from Refs. 15~diamonds! and 22~circles! and show good agreemen
with the theory. Note that only those data can be included for whichPa , p`

andj l are experimentally known.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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pletely filled with argon. This argon rectification happens
SBSL but not in MBSL because it requires long time bubb
stability.

This argument immediately suggests that thepartial
pressure of argon

p`
Ar5j l p` ~2!

determines bubble stability,not the total pressurep` . In-
deed, if we include Holt and Gaitan’s experimental data
air bubbles22 on inert gas-nitrogen mixtures andonly con-
sider the inert gas partial pressureas the relevant quantity
for diffusive stability, excellent agreement with the theore
cal phase diagrams18 is found.

The phase diagram shows that forPa51.3 atm argon
bubbles exist between 0.002,p`

Ar/P0,0.004. Forpure ar-
gon dissolved in water,p`

Ar5p` . For air bubbles, however
the partial pressure of argon is onlyp`

Ar50.01p` which re-
quires 0.2,p` /P0,0.4 for stable SL with ‘‘air’’ bubbles, in
good agreement with experiment. Since this amount of
gassing is easily achieved, air with its 1% argon is a parti
larly friendly gas for SL experiments. The theory sugge
that for an argon ratio ofj l'0.0033 atPa51.3 atm there is
stable SL between 0.6,p` /P0,1.2, so that degassing is no
required. Also, the window of stability is even wider than f
air. The major problem in experimentally achieving SBS
without degassing is spontaneous cavitation, provoked
impurities in the liquid. These must be eliminated for t
experiment to work. Another way to obtain stable SL wit
out degassing would be to slightly increase the ambient p
sureP0 so that the ratiop`

Ar/P0 is in the required window.
Indeed, with such a kind of experiment stable SBSL witho
degassing could recently be achieved.37

Before we proceed with a quantitative analysis, we w
give further support for the nitrogen dissociatio
hypothesis28,29 from comparison with various experiment
results on gas mixtures.

(1) Transition toward SL:The transition toward SL with
increasing forcing pressurePa is shown in Figure 3 for both
argon and air bubbles. For pure argon bubbles the trans
to SL is very smooth. For air, however, one can observ
breakdown of the bubble radius at about 1.1 atm, signa
that the dissociation threshold of N2 is achieved. Before the
transition the bubble is filled with a mixture of nitrogen
oxygen, and argon, and the ambient radius is determined
the combination of all three gases. Beyond the dissocia
threshold, only argon is left in the bubble. The transiti
from the no SL regime in Figure 2 to the SL regime can a
be seen in Figure 1, where the SL light intensity is plotted
a function ofj l for fixed Pa ~we assumePa51.3 atm! and
fixed p` /P0;0.20. According to our theory we expect S
for p`

Ar/P0.0.002 or

j l.
p`

Ar/P0

p` /P0
50.01, ~3!

in pretty good agreement with Figure 1 where we inde
observe that strong SL is ‘‘switched on’’ at about that co
centration. Our theory also predicts that near the switch
we always have stable SL, whereas for largerj l unstableSL
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6988 D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
develops. The window of stable SL is only in betwe
0.002,p`

Ar/P0,0.004, so that beyondj l50.004P0/p` we
expect unstable SL, a prediction which should be verified

(2) Hysteresis:Above we have seen that by decreasi
the percentagej l of inert gas down toj l'0.0033 at
Pa51.3 atm, we obtain a very wide window of stable S
aroundp` /P051. When the percentagej l of inert gas is
even lower, the argon partial pressurep`

Ar/P05j l p` /P0 can
be pushed below the stable SL regime in Figure 2 even
p` /P051. An example of this has been observed in Figu
11 of Löfstedt et al.,15 see Figure 4 of the present wor
which studies SBSL of xenon doped nitrogen bubbles~which
behave like argon doped nitrogen bubbles! in water at
j l50.001 and p` /P050.2, corresponding top`

Ar/P0

50.0002, provided that the gas temperature is high eno
to exceed the dissociation temperature of nitrogen. Thi
the case atPa51.3 atm and according to Figure 2 no stab
SL is possible. However, for largerPa51.4 atm stable SL
becomes possible again~as the window of stable SL move
down to smaller concentrations with increasingPa!, just as
observed in experiment. Moreover, the system shows hys
esis: the SL state atPa51.4 atm can be reached by contin
ously increasing the forcing and thus continuously substi
ing N2 with xenon. On the other hand, decreasing the forc
pressure below the stability threshold for pure xenon bubb
leads to the dissolution of the bubble.

(3) Unstable SL:An example for unstable SL is show
in Figure 6 of Ref. 15. For that figure we havej l50.05 and
p` /P050.20. Thus, from Equation ~2! we have
p`

Ar/P050.01 and according to the phase diagram Figur
we are well in the unstable SL regime, just in agreement w
the observations.

FIG. 3. Transition in the maximal radius towards the SL regime for arg
bubbles~dots! and for air bubbles~squares!. Bubbles aroundPa51.1 atm
start to glow. Only for air bubbles a breakdown in the radius is seen n
that onset of SL, signaling the threshold for nitrogen dissociation. The
for argon are taken from Figure 4 of Hilleret al.’s work ~Ref. 11!, the total
gas concentration is aboutp`5150 mm Hg.This meansp`

Ar/P050.2 and
according to Figure 2 the bubble should be in the unstable SL regim
agreement with the observations of Ref. 11. The data for air are taken
Figure 2 of Barberet al.’s work ~Ref. 36!. The gas saturation is about 10%
corresponding top`

Ar/P050.01•0.150.001. According to Figure 2 we hav
stable SL aroundPa;1.4 atm which again is in agreement with the expe
ment reported in Ref. 36.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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(4) Large Pa bubble dissolution islands:Further support
comes from the recent work of Holt and Gaitan,22 who mea-
sured detailed phase diagrams as a function of the amb
radiusR0 and the forcing pressurePa for different air pres-
sure overheadp` /P0 . Their central result is that a
p` /P050.2 there is a relatively large forcing pressu
Pa;1.2– 1.3 atm regime where bubbles dissolve, see Fig
5. Such dissolution islands do not exist within theories

n

ar
ta

in
m

FIG. 4. The transition~in Rmax! to SL for a bubble filled with an initial 0.1%
xenon in nitrogen gas mixture at a partial pressure of 150 mm Hg. Only
bubble atPa51.4 atm emits light. According to the dissociation hypothe
this corresponds top`

Xe/P050.0002 for a pure sonoluminescing xeno
bubble. From the phase diagram Figure 2 which is~with tiny corrections!
also valid for xenon we conclude that bubbles driven atPa51.3 atm dis-
solve for these low concentrations, whereas bubbles atPa51.4 atm show
stable SL, just as seen here. The data are taken from Figure 11 of Lo¨fstedt
et al. ~Ref. 15!.

FIG. 5. Adopted from Holt and Gaitan’s measurement Figure 1~c! of Ref.
22. It is the phase diagram in theR0–Pa parameter space for air a
p` /P050.20; the driving frequency is 20.6 kHz. Arrows indicate wheth
the bubbles grow or shrink. Three equilibrium curves A, B, and C can
recognized. In between curves B and C there is a ‘‘dissolution island.’’ T
shaded area shows the shape stable parameter domain. Note that in t
region the onset of shape instabilities is atR0'7 mm rather than at
R0'5 mm as theoretically calculated in Ref. 18. One contribution to t
deviation is that the driving frequency chosen by Holt and Gaitan is sma
than thev/2p526.5 kHz used by Barberet al. ~Ref. 36! and throughout the
calculations presented here; another one is the oversimplified model of
mal effects we use.
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6989D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
rectified diffusion,15,18–20which predict the bubbles to grow
in that regime. However, considering the nitrogen dissoc
tion at largePa , one realizes that the observed dissoluti
islands are a direct consequence: chemical reactions de
the bubbles from air and only argon is left. As the releva
partial pressurep`

Ar/P050.002 is so low, bubbles must in
deed shrink in that regime.

(5) Isotope scrambling:Experiments with hydrogen ga
also support the dissociation hypothesis. Hilleret al.12 ana-
lyze SL in H2 and D2 gas bubbles, both in normal and
heavy water. Since the gas dynamics inside the bubble
termines the strength of the light emission, the SL intens
curves should group according to the gas content. Howe
the four experiments~H2 in H2O, H2 in D2O, D2 in H2O, and
D2 in D2O! group according to the surrounding liquids, c
Figure 2 of Ref. 12. This suggests the following scena
Both the gas and the liquid vapor in the bubble dissociate
some extent during the~hot! compression phase and recom
bine later on during expansion. Even if there is only a min
amount of this isotope ‘‘scrambling,’’ after thousands
cycles the gas in solution around the bubble would con
the same hydrogen isotope as the bulk liquid. This kind
‘‘scrambling’’ is well known in MBSL.38 The acoustic reso
nator theory of SBSL39 stipulates that the light intensity de
creases with increasing acoustic transmission, which sc
with the ratio of the gas density to the liquid density. Sin
D2 is heavier than H2, SBSL in heavy water should be dim
mer than in normal water, as observed by Hiller a
Putterman.12

III. MODELING THERMAL EFFECTS WITHIN
RAYLEIGH–PLESSET BUBBLE DYNAMICS

We now proceed to a quantitative calculation of pha
diagrams for gas mixtures. The dynamics of the bubble
dius R(t) is well described by the Rayleigh–Pless
equation,5,40

RR̈1
3

2
Ṙ25

1

r l
~p~R,t !2P~ t !2P0!1

R

r lcl

d

dt
p~R,t !

24n
Ṙ

R
2

2s

r lR
~4!

with a van der Waals pressure

g~R1t !5p~R~ t !!5S P01
2s

R0
D S R0

32h3

R3~ t !2h3D g

. ~5!

Typical parameters for an argon bubble in water at ro
temperature13 are the surface tensions50.073 kg/s2, the
water viscosityn51026 m2/s, densityr l51000 kg/m3, the
polytropic exponentg51, and speed of sound in wate
cl51481 m/s. For all calculations in this work we picked t
same driving frequency as in the SL experiments perform
on argon bubbles,13 namelyv/2p526.5 kHz, corresponding
to a periodT52p/v538 ms. Finally, h5R0/8.86 is the
hard core van der Waals radius for argon bubbles.14 Typical
time series for the bubble radiusR(t) resulting from Equa-
tion ~4! for given forcingP(t) are shown in Figure 6.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Thermalconduction effects can approximately be tak
into account by simply putting the polytropic exponentg51
in Equation~5!. The reason is that the bubbles employed
SL experiments are so tiny and the oscillation peri
T'38 ms so long that the gas in the bubble equilibrates w
the water temperatureQ l . A quantitative analysis was car
ried out by Prosperetti41 ~see also the review in Ref. 42! who
calculated how the polytropic exponentg depends~in linear
approximation! on the~thermal! Peclet numberPe5R0

2v/k,
see Figure 1 of Ref. 42. For experimental support of t
analysis, see Crum.43 The Peclet number gives the ratio b
tween the bubble length scaleR0 and the thermal diffusion
length Ak/v. The thermal diffusivity k for argon is
k'231025 m2/s, which yieldsPe'0.2 for R055 mm and
according to Figure 1 of Ref. 42, the polytropic expone
g51.

The RP equation obviously contains much smaller ti
scales thanv21. One could therefore argue that the
smaller time scales may enter into the calculation ofPe, so
that the frequencyv should be replaced byuṘu/R. This es-
timate leads to an instantaneous Peclet number

Pe5
uṘuR0

2

Rk
, ~6!

which can become as large as 104 at the Rayleigh collapse
According to Figure 1 of Ref. 42 showingg(Pe) or Pros-
peretti, Crum, and Commander’s fit of that curve,44 implies
g'5/3 for argon at the time of the collapse. However, sin
Pe(t)@1 only holds in very small time intervals;1 ns, the
global dynamics are hardly affected by setting the effect
polytropic exponentg51 uniformly in time. Note that with
g51 Equation~5! should not be thought of as an equation
state but rather as a process equation parametrizing the
thermal conditions at the bubble wall, induced by the lar
heat capacity of water. The choice ofg51 is confirmed by
the full numerical simulations of Vuong and Szeri45 and by

FIG. 6. Forcing pressure~in atm! with amplitudePa51.3 atm, bubble ra-
dius R(t) ~in mm! with the typical collapse~‘‘Rayleigh collapse’’! after the
maximum, Mach numberM (t)5Ṙ(t)/cg(t) ~wherecg is the speed of sound
in the gas!, and temperatureQ(t) ~in K! as function of time for a bubble
with R052 mm ~top to bottom!.
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6990 D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
the analysis of Kamathet al.46 Note that, as a consequenc
there are heat fluxes back and forth across the bubble w

Another confirmation for puttingg51 for the bubble
dynamics comes from a recent work of Yasui,47 who mod-
eled the heat flow through the bubble wall and also includ
water evaporation and condensation. Consideration of th
effects47 fits the experimentally measuredR(t) curves13,14,36

pretty well.48 However, the essence of the dynamics is
same as with simply puttingg51 and the phase diagram
we are going to calculate in this paper are hardly affected
neglecting the details of the thermal effects.

Even if thermal effects are simply treated by putti
g51 for most of the time during the bubble oscillation, th
are essential at the final stage of the collapse and thus
estimates of thetemperatureachieved in the bubble. Th
present understanding5,44 is that the only way to reliably pre
dict the temperatures in the bubble is a full numerical sim
lation of the gas dynamical equations inside the bubb
Clearly, for strong enough forcing, shock waves will boun
back and forth inside the bubble and the spatial tempera
distribution in the bubble will be highly inhomogeneous.49

Such full numerical calculation is not within the spirit o
the Rayleigh–Plesset SL bubble approach.18 We therefore
come back to Prosperetti’s41 model and estimate also in th
case of nonlinear bubble oscillations the temperature wi
that model. For example, we calculate the instantaneous
clet number~6!, determine the resulting effective polytrop
exponentgeff from Figure 1 of Ref. 42 and assume a van d
Waals behavior of the internal gas according to

Q~ t !5Q l S R0
32h3

R3~ t !2h3D geff21

, ~7!

whereQ l is the temperature of the liquid. This, as any mod
which neglects spatial inhomogeneities in the gas, is a v
crude model for the temperature and will only be able to g
orders of magnitude. The physical statements resulting f
it, however, donot depend on details of this model and so w
feel that such an approach is justified.

It can be seen from Figures 7c and 6d that this temp
ture model gives the correct trends. In Figure 7c we show
maximalgeff per cycle as a function ofPa . We also give the
minimal and the maximal bubble radius in Figures 7a and
For smallPa the maximal effective polytropic exponentgeff

is close to one and jumps toward 5/3 at the transition fr
the sinusoidal to the bouncing bubbleR(t) dynamics. This
transition has been analyzed in detail in Ref. 50. The te
peratureQ(t) from Equation~7! is shown in Figure 6d. It
strongly peaks at the collapse; for all other times it ess
tially equals the liquid temperatureQ l ~5293 K in this ex-
ample!. The heating at the collapse can be enormous.

What are the temperatures achieved in this approach
Figures 7d and 8 we plot themaximaltemperature within our
model as a function ofR0 andPa . In the parameter regime
of interest for SL, values as high as 20000–60000 K
achieved. These values agree order of magnitude-wise
the independent results of Bernsteinet al.,35,51who extracted
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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the temperature from the spectral shape and obtained 30
to 60000 K, depending on the gas contents.

IV. PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR AIR BUBBLES

Now consider a bubble in water containing a mixture
a reactive gas~taken to be N2! and an inert gas Ar. The tota
number of moles of gas in the bubble is

Ntot5
4pR0

3P0

3GQ0
5NN2

1NAr , ~8!

where Q05273 K is the normal temperature an
G58.3143 J/~mol K! is the gas constant. The argon ratioin
the bubble is

jb5
NAr

Ntot
, ~9!

and that of nitrogen

12jb5
NN2

Ntot
. ~10!

FIG. 7. The minimal radius, the maximal radius, the maximal effect
polytropic exponentgeff , and the maximal temperatureQmax are shown for
two different ambient radiiR052 mm ~solid! andR055 mm ~dashed! as a
function of the forcing pressure amplitudePa . For smaller bubbles the
crossover from the harmonically oscillating regime for smallPa to the
bouncing bubble regime for largePa is more abrupt.

FIG. 8. Maximal temperature in the bubble as a function ofR0 and Pa

within our model calculation.
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6991D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
If cAr(r ,t) andcN2(r ,t) are the concentration fields of Ar an
N2 in the liquid, respectively, the rate of change of the nu
ber of moles of N2 and Ar in the bubble is given by

ṄAr5
4pR2DAr] rc

Arur 5R

mAr
, ~11!

ṄN2
5

4pR2DN2
] rc

N2ur 5R

mN2

2ANN2
expS 2

Q*

Q D . ~12!

Here, DAr , DN2
, mAr and mN2

are the respective diffusion
constants and molecular masses. The concentration fi
obey a mass advection diffusion equation,18,20whose bound-
ary conditions are set by the external concentrations

ca~`,t !5c`
a5c0

a
p`

a

P0

~Henry’s law! and by the partial gas pressurespa(t) in the
bubble

ca~R~ t !,t !5c0
a pa~R~ t !!

P0
,

a5Ar, N2. The solubilities for nitrogen and argon are d
ferent,c0

Ar50.061 kg/m3 andc0
N250.020 kg/m3.52 The diffu-

sion constants are approximately the same,53 DAr5DN2

5231029 m2/s. The second term in Eq.~12! represents the
bubble’s nitrogen loss by chemical reaction. The react
rate will depend on the temperatureQ(t) in the bubble. For
simplicity, we assume that the reactions follow an Arrhen
law, with empirical parameters appropriate for nitrog
dissociation ~Ref. 51!: A5631019(Q0 /Q)2.5(r0 /mN2

)
3(R0 /R)3 cm3/~mol s! giving the time scale of the reaction
Q* 5113000 K51 is the activation temperature andr0 the
equilibrium gas density. This reaction law is rather crude,
it neglects backward reactions as well as the kinetics of
expulsion of reaction products; however, it is sufficient f
this demonstrative calculation.

We can straightforwardly extend the adiabatic appro
mation of the slow diffusional dynamics15,18,20~i.e., separa-
tion of times scales! to Equations~11!, ~12!. The only re-
quirement is that the involved chemical reactions are
compared to diffusional processes which definitely is
case. The result of the adiabatic approximation is that
change per cycle is given by

DNAr

T
5

4pDArc0
Ar

mArP0I
~p`

Ar2jb^p&4!, ~13!

DNN2

T
5

4pDN2
c0

N2

mN2
P0I

~p`
N22~12jb!^p&4!

2NN2
^A exp~2Q* /Q!&0 ~14!

with the weightedtime averages

^ f ~ t !& i5
*0

Tf ~ t !Ri~ t !dt

*0
TRi~ t !dt

. ~15!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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For further simplification in the numerical calculations
come we in addition employ the saddle point approximat
of the integralI defined by

I 5E
0

` dh8

^~3h81R3~ t !!4/3&0
~16!

as I'1/Rmax, as already done in Ref. 15.
The last term in Eq.~14! will only contribute at the

collapse whenQ(t) is large. The chemical reaction rate wi
depend on the detailed space and time dependence o
temperature in the bubble which we model by the polytro
law ~7!–as explained in the previous section.

With these approximations equilibrium poin
DNAr5DNN2

50 in the two dimensional space (NAr ,NN2
),

or equivalently in the space (jb ,R0), can easily be calcu-
lated from the RP dynamics~4! via Equations~13!, ~14!. As
in Ref. 18, only averages of type~15! have to be determined
for each parameter pair (R0 ,Pa); therefore, phase diagram
can be calculated solely from the Rayleigh–Plesset equa
~4!. The equilibrium radiiR0* in the R02Pa plane for air
(j l50.01) atp` /P050.20 are shown in Figure 9. For sma
forcing the temperatures are not high enough to initi
chemical reactions, so that the equilibrium curve correspo
to the prediction of Ref. 18 for this gas concentration. T
equilibrium is unstable: The bubble either shrinks or gro
by rectified diffusion. As pointed out above the growin
bubble eventually runs into a shape instability where m
crobubbles pinch off and make the bubble dance becaus
the recoil.18 In the opposite limit of high forcing~curve C!,
the reactions burn off all the N2, so that the bubble contain
pure argon; this equilibrium corresponds to the~stable!
equilibrium at the argon partial pressurep`

Ar/P050.01p` /
P050.002.

Figure 9 displays a regime of shrinking bubbles at hi
forcing pressures~left of curve C! and an adjacent region o
growing bubbles~right of curve A!. This necessitates th

FIG. 9. Phase diagram for air atp` /P050.20 in theR0–Pa space. The
arrows denote whether the ambient radius grows or shrinks at this param
value. Curve A denotes the equilibrium for an air bubble, on curve C
bubble only contains argon. The intermediate curve B necessarily e
because of the topology of the diagram, and represents an additional s
equilibrium. The thin line shows when the nitrogen dissociation thresh
9000 K is reached.
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6992 D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
existence of an additional equilibrium at intermediate forc
pressures, curve B in Figure 9, for which growth by rectifi
diffusion and mass loss by reactions balance. This additio
equilibrium occurs close to the point of nitrogen dissociatio
and turns out to be stable; the argon fractionjb* for this
equilibrium is slightly larger than the fractionj l in the liquid
~for not too strong forcing!.

In Figure 10 we present the net loss/gain per cycle
both argon and nitrogen for aR055 mm bubble. At small
Pa,1.15 atm the second term in Equation~14! is not impor-
tant as the gas does not become hot enough. The bu
diffusively shrinks~for Pa,1.045 atm! or grows because o
rectified diffusion; the argon ratio is constant
jb* 5j l50.01. In between the shrinking and the growing
gime is the unstable equilibrium point A. Aroun
Pa51.17 atm the heating is sufficient to lead to some nit
gen dissociation and atPa51.18 atm the nitrogen los
through dissociation balances its gain through rectified di
sion. At that forcing pressure also argon is in equilibrium
the argon ratio has increased up tojb* '0.1 so that
p`

Ar5jb* ^p&4 : We have reached the stable equilibrium po
B. At larger forcing pressurePa the bubble is in the disso
lution island. For increasingPa the nitrogen loss become
less because less and less nitrogen is left in the bubble.
argon loss, on the other hand, diminishes because we
proach the stable diffusive equilibrium point C
Pa'1.4 atm. Beyond this forcing pressure, the bub
grows again by rectified argon diffusion; essentially no
trogen is left in the bubble (12jb* '631025 at
Pa51.40 atm!. Note that because of the separation of tim
scales the values onjb* refer to anaveragevalue over the
whole cycle. When the bubble is close to its maximum,
nitrogen concentration will be slightly larger, right at th
collapse the argon concentration will be slightly larger.

How robust is this picture, i.e., how does it depend

FIG. 10. The top curve shows the equilibrium argon ratiojb* in a R055 mm
bubble as a function of the forcing pressurePa . The bottom curve present
the corresponding argon and nitrogen loss/gain per cycle, normalized t
total amount of moles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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details of temperature dynamics and the chemical reac
mechanism which are both poorly understood? The largeR0

parts of branches A and C do not depend at all on th
details. The reason becomes clear from Figure 11 in wh
we show the equilibrium compositionjb* as a function ofR0

andPa . It is given by

DNAr~jb* !

DNN2
~jb* !

5
jb*

12jb*
. ~17!

Plugging~13! and~14! into ~17! gives the quadratic equatio
for the equilibrium argon ratiojb* ,

~a1e!jb*
21~b2e!jb* 1d50 ~18!

with the coefficients

a5
4p

I

^p&4

P0
S DN2

c0
N2

mN2

2
DArc0

Ar

mAr
D , ~19!

b5
4p

IP0
S DN2

c0
N2

mN2

~p`
N22^p&4!1

DArc0
Ar

mAr
~p`

Ar1^p&4!D ,

~20!

e5
4pP0R0

3

3GQ0
K A expS 2

Q*

Q D L
0

, ~21!

d52
4pDArc`

Ar

ImAr
. ~22!

From the two solutions only the one with 0<jb* <1 has
physical meaning. The interpretation of Figure 11 is straig
forward: Weakly forced bubbles havejb* 'j l , thus
p` /P050.20 is relevant for stability. Strongly force
bubbles havejb* '1@j l , thusp`

Ar/P050.002 is the relevant
quantity. The transition between these regimes is abrupt,
occurs when the bubble temperature surpasses the diss
tion temperature~'9000 K for N2!. Where exactly this hap-
pens depends on the model of the temperature and thu
does the equilibrium curve B in Figure 9.

However, theexistenceof this additional stable equilib-
rium is independent of the model details. It simply follow
from topological reasons: To the right of the curve A t

he

FIG. 11. The fractionjb* of argon in the bubble as a function ofPa andR0 .
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6993D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
bubbles are growing, to the left of curve C they are shrin
ing, so in between there must be an equilibrium. Indeed
mentioned already above and shown in Figure 5, Holt a
Gaitan’s22 recent detailed measurements ofR02Pa phase
diagrams found such a classically unexpected equilibr
~for the same air pressurep` /P050.20 as chosen here! and
the connected largePa ‘‘dissolution island’’ between curves
B and C.

Holt and Gaitan22 repeated the experimental phase sp
measurements for larger air pressuresp` /P050.40 and
p` /P050.50. The theoretical phase diagram f
p` /P050.50 andj l50.01 ~air! is shown in Figure 12. The
island of dissolution between curves B and C is now smal
as the partial argon pressure isp`

Ar/P050.005 and curve C is
thus shifted to the left, whereas the nitrogen dissociat
curve is hardly affected and consequently neither are cu
A and B. In experiment we see the samequalitativebehav-
ior, but even more strongly pronounced, see Figure 1a
Ref. 22. We expect the poor modeling of both the tempe
ture dependence and the chemistry as the origin of the q
titative disagreement of the theoretical and experime
phase diagrams.

For comparison we also calculated the phase diagram
p` /P050.20 andj l50.025 and plotted it into the same Fig
ure 12. For this situation the argon percenta
p`

Ar/P05j l p` /P050.005 is the same as forp` /P050.50,
j l50.01. Indeed, the phase diagram demonstrates very
vincingly that for large forcing pressure it is only the part
argon pressure which is the relevant parameter for diffus
stability: The equilibrium curves B and C for the two cas
agree very well.

V. PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR FURTHER NITROGEN-
ARGON MIXTURES

Our theoretical method can be applied to many ot
experimental situations. As a further example we calcu

FIG. 12. The solid lines~curves A, B, C! show the same phase diagram f
air as in Figure 9, but now forp` /P050.50, i.e.,p`

Ar/P050.005. For com-
parison, the open symbols~curves A8, B8, C8! show the phase diagram fo
a nitrogen-argon mixture with an argon ratio ofj l50.025 atp` /P050.20,
which beyond the nitrogen dissociation threshold results in the same p
argon pressurep`

Ar/P050.005. Indeed, for largePa the phase diagrams
agree. Only curves A and A8 below the nitrogen dissociation thresho
differ.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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the corresponding phase diagram Figure 13 to the exp
mental situation in Figure 11 of Ref. 15, see Figure 4 he
wherep` /P050.20 andj l50.001. The total gas concentra
tion p` /P0 has the same value as in Figure 9. Therefore,
curves A and B are also essentially as in that figure, beca
they are determined by the nitrogen concentration. Curv
which is beyond the nitrogen dissociation threshold, ho
ever, is further to the right, reflecting the lower argon co
centrationp`

Ar/P050.0002.
What happens ifPa is slowly increased? For sma

Pa51 atm the bubble will be repelled from the unstab
equilibrium A. It either dissolves or grows by rectified di
fusion and runs into the shape instability where it pinches
a microbubble and the whole process starts over, as
scribed in detail in Ref. 18. ForPa'1.15 atm the bubble
does not run into the shape instability any more but in
attractive diffusive equilibrium curve B where it stays. O
further increase ofPa it follows that curve and shrinks dras
tically. Exactly this sequence of events has experiment
been observed, see Figure 11 of Lo¨fstedtet al.15

For largerPa on first sight there seems to be a contr
diction to the experimental observation Figure 11 of Ref.
Theoretically, the bubble should always stay on thestable
equilibrium curve B. Experimentally, however, betwee
Pa51.3 atm and 1.4 atm no bubble seems to exist and
Pa51.4 atm the ambient radius is much larger, similar
that of curve C rather than that of curve B.

This variance may be resolved when we consider
unavoidablejitter in the forcing pressure amplitudePa . At
Pa51.35 atm, the equilibrium curves A and B are so clo
that a small jitterDPa ~to smallerPa! of less than 0.05 atm
~which is less than the precision to whichPa can be deter-
mined; also the translational movements of the bubble and
distortion on the pressure field54 in the liquid could contrib-
ute to a jitter! suffices to make the bubble jump to the u
stable domain below curve A where it dissolves. Th
though the equilibrium B in that regime is stable from

ial

FIG. 13. R0–Pa phase diagram for nitrogen with a small amountj l50.001
of argon dissolved. The relative pressure overhead isp` /P050.20. These
parameters correspond to the experimental situation in Figure 11 of Lo¨fstedt
et al. ~Ref. 15!, see Fig. 4 of the present work.
o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6994 D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
mathematical point of view, from a physical point of view
may be not and the bubble can dissolve. Support for
claim could come from an experiment in which the jitter
artificially increased: the gap in Figure 4 where no bub
exists should widen.

With the help of the phase diagram Figure 13 we n
better understand the above-mentioned hysteresis. The s
part of branch C is reached by a fast increase ofPa . The
bubble is then boosted into the growing regime below
stable branch of curve C. Subsequently, this stable branc
is reached through rectified diffusion. On the other hand
Pa is decreased fromPa51.4 atm, the bubble will first fol-
low the stable equilibrium curve C and shrink. At the bifu
cation point it falls off the equilibrium curve and shrink
toward the stable curve B. Because of the jitter inPa curve B
may not be able to trap the bubble as explained above
the bubble dissolves. Even a fast decrease ofPa toward
much smaller values'1.1 atm does not save the bubb
from dissolution as it only contains argon and the nitrog
needed for a stable equilibrium has been burned off in
first part of the cycle during whichPa was increased and
recollecting nitrogen only happens on the slow diffusive tim
scale.

For even lower argon concentration as, e.g., in Figure
where we chosej l50.0001 andp` /P050.20 the situation is
similar. The only difference is that curve C moves even f

FIG. 14. Phase diagram inR0–Pa space forp` /P050.20 and a tiny argon
concentration ofj l50.0001. Only for very high forcing pressure diffusive
stable bubbles are possible~but are likely to be unstable towards the surfa
shape instability!. The bottom figure shows an enlargement of the low
right part of the top figure.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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ther to the right and may not be reached in experiment
cause of the~short time scale! shape instabilities discussed
Refs. 18 and 25.

Let us discuss the situation in the limiting casej l50,
i.e., pure nitrogen. As explained above forj l50.001, on
increasingPa the bubble should first ‘‘dance’’ because o
growth by rectified diffusion and pinching off of mi
crobubbles and then it should be caught by thestable ~but
not necessarily sonoluminescing! equilibrium curve B. At
this equilibrium bubble growth by rectified diffusion and n
trogen loss by dissociation again just balance. For la
Pa;1.3 atm the bubble should dissolve by the same mec
nism discussed above: Curves A and B are so close th
jitter in Pa leads to a jump from the stable equilibrium curv
B to the dissolution domain below the unstable curve A. W
suggest to experimentally look for the stable equilibriu
curve B which is suggested by the nitrogen dissociation
pothesis.

What experiments on pure nitrogen bubbles have b
done up to now? To our knowledge only one experiment
been reported~Hiller et al.11!. In that experiment the nitro-
gen was 99.7% pure. Hilleret al.11 managed to measure ex
tremely weakly sonoluminescing unstable bubbles wh
were hard to keep alive. This supports the presented the
that in the strong forcing regime the high temperature
stroys the nitrogen and thus the bubbles. However, the l
intensity Figure 5 of Ref. 11 shows an oscillating pattern~on
a time scale of seconds! which we do not understand.

VI. INERT GAS MIXTURES

It is interesting to note that the chemical instability
one component of the gas mixture is not a necessary req
ment for the accumulation of one gas species in the bub
A similar accumulation can be achieved for inert gas m
tures if the diffusion constants and the equilibrium conce
trations of the two gases in the mixtures are different. As
example we consider a 1:1 mixture of helium and argon
p` /P050.20, i.e.,j l50.50 for the argon ratio. The diffusion
constants areDAr5231029 m2/s andDHe55.831029 m2/s53

and the equilibrium concentrations arec0
Ar561 g/m3 and

c0
He50.78 g/m3.52 The molecular masses aremAr540 g/mol

and mHe54 g/mol. The resulting equilibrium concentratio
jb* in the bubble is shown in Figure 15. For small forcin
helium accumulates in the bubble and for large forcing,
gon accumulates. The borderline between these two regi
is the unstable diffusive equilibrium curve calculated in R
18 and denoted ‘‘curve A’’ within the plots shown here. A
no reactions occur, this is the only equilibrium: Below th
curve bubbles diffusively shrink, above it they grow by re
tified diffusion. From this behavior the helium or argon a
cumulation can immediately be qualitatively understoo
The diffusive change of mass is proportional to the prod
of the material constantsDc0 /m, see Eq. ~13!. Now
DArc0

Ar/mAr53.131029 mol s21 m21 and DHec0
He/mHe51.1

31029 mol s21 m21. Thus in the shrinking regime argon ca
escape faster and helium accumulates. By contrast, in
growing regime the rectified diffusion of argon into th

r

o. 17, 1 November 1997
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6995D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
bubble wins and it accumulates. In the process of heli
accumulation the helium equilibrium concentration 12jb*
may never be achieved as the bubble dissolves earlier.
problem does not occur for the process of argon accum
tion, as the diffusively growing bubble runs into the sha
instability and can survive after microbubble pinchoff.18

The maximal argon concentration achieved is o
jb,max* '0.73, less than the resultjb,max* 51 of the previous
section where the chemical instability of nitrogen caused
complete extinction. Also the transition in Figure 15 is le
abrupt than in the above case Figure 11 for which chem
reactions occurred.

The maximal argon concentration can easily be cal
lated analytically from equations~18!–~22! with the index
N2 replaced by the index He. Obviously,e50 as no reac-
tions take place. From Figure 7 of Ref. 18 we realize that
large forcing^p&4 is small compared top`

Ar5p`
He50.1. With

this large forcing pressure approximation we obtain

jb,max* 5

DArc`
Ar

mAr

DArc`
Ar

mAr
1

DHec`
He

mHe

'0.73 ~23!

in agreement with the numerical result Figure 15.

VII. CONCLUSION, PREDICTIONS, AND SUGGESTED
EXPERIMENTS

We conclude this paper with a summary of the nitrog
dissociation theory,28,29which we elaborated here in detail.
accounts for the dependence of SBSL on the percentag
inert gas in the bubble. It is based on a combination of p
ciples from sonochemistry and hydrodynamic stability. T
main result is that strongly forced air bubbles eventually c
sist of pure argon because at the high temperatures achi
in the bubble the nitrogen and oxygen molecules dissoc
and react to water soluble gases. Consequently, it is the

FIG. 15. Argon equilibrium ratiojb* in a bubble as a function of ambien
radius R0 and forcing pressurePa . The external gas is a 1:1 mixture o
argon and helium at an overhead pressure ofp` /P050.20. Only the differ-
ence in the diffusion constants and in the equilibrium concentrations
tween argon and helium leads to the argon accumulation in the bubbl
large forcing.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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tial pressurep`
Ar of argon~or of any other inert gas! which is

relevant for stability.29 The dynamics of the bubble is de
scribed by the Rayleigh–Plesset equation; chemical react
are assumed to obey an Arrhenius type law; back react
are neglected. The bubble pressure is approximated by a
der Waals law. The slow diffusive processes can be trea
in an adiabatic approximation. The theory contains no adju
able fit parameter.

Finally, we make detailed suggestions of experiments
further test the nitrogen dissociation hypothesis.

(1) Phase diagrams in the p̀/P0 vs Pa /P0 parameter
space:The most basic prediction is that in the large forci
regime the partial pressurep`

Ar/P0 is the relevant paramete
for obtaining stable SL~or the partial pressure of any othe
inert gas!. We suggest mapping out the phase diagram
Figure 2 for argon-nitrogen mixtures at various press
overheadsp` /P0 and various argon ratiosj l : ~i! Only the
partial argon pressurep`

Ar/P05j l p` /P0 should matter and
~ii ! the measured phase diagram should look like the theo
ical one in Figure 2.

(2) Stable SL without degassing:In particular, stable SL
will be possible without degassing, i.e., atp` /P051, if the
argon ratio is properly adjusted. ForPa51.3 atm it must be
j l'0.0033. To test this prediction, extremely pure water h
to be used to avoid spontaneous cavitation. An alternate
to achieve stable SL without degassing is to increase
ambient pressure correspondingly.

(3) Oxygen-argon mixtures:Oxygen has a dissociatio
temperature which is only slightly lower than that of nitr
gen. Therefore, oxygen-argon mixtures should behave v
similar to nitrogen-argon mixtures. In particular, at lar
forcing only argon is left in the bubble, so even the lig
intensities and spectra should be very similar. This predict
has recently been confirmed in experiment.55

(4) Other inert gas doped molecular gases:Apart from
CO, nitrogen is the most stable molecular gas. Other mole
lar gases dissociate earlier. Therefore, mixtures of them w
inert gases will show a slight shift of the stable equilibriu
curve B toward smaller forcing pressure. As the temperat
increase with forcing pressure is very sudden~see Figure 8!,
this shift will, however, be very small and may be undete
able.

(5) Stable nitrogen bubbles:Another very basic predic-
tion of the nitrogen dissociation theory is the existence of
equilibrium curve B in the phase diagrams of the type sho
in Figure 9. For air Holt and Gaitan have observed it.22 We
predict that it exists for any reactive gas. In particular,
expect that pure nitrogen bubbles can be stable.

(6) Island of bubble dissolution for large Pa : Between
the equilibrium curves B and C, bubbles dissolve. The s
of this largePa island of dissolution should only depend o
the partial argon pressurep`

Ar/P05j l p` /P0 , hardly on the
argon ratioj l or the pressure overheadp` /P0 individually.
For largerp`

Ar/P0 the size of the dissolution regime shou
shrink, for smallerp`

Ar/P0 it should grow.
(7) Radon doped SL bubbles:By using radon-nitrogen

gas mixtures it may be possible to detect the inert gas a

e-
or
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6996 D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt: Inert gas in sonoluminescing bubbles
mulation in the bubble because of the radioactivity of rad
(8) Inert gas accumulation:Even for a mixture of non-

reactive gases as He and Ar we in general havejbÞj l . In
the large forcing pressure regime argon accumulates for
example.

(9) pH measurements for air bubbles:A very appealing
test is to measure the concentration of the reaction prod
of the dissociated gases as a function of time, as already d
in MBSL.38 For nitrogen-argon mixtures nitrous acid produ
tion would lead to a decrease in pH as already predicte
Ref. 29. For an estimate of the production rate we assu
that all the nitrogen that diffuses into the bubble during
bubble expansion is burned off at the collapse. This amo
is estimated in Ref. 15 as

DNN2
5

2pDN2
c`

N2RmaxT

mN2

~24!

per cycle. With typical values ofRmax510R0 for the maxi-
mal radius,R055 mm, DN2

5231029 m2/s, c`
N2'0.20c0

N2 ,

c0
N250.02 kg/m3, and T538 ms one obtains

DNN2
'3310218 mol per cycle or;3310210 mol of N2 per

hour converted to reaction products. The consequence
small but detectable pH decrease: In a 100 ml flask with p
water (pH57) there are initially 1028 mol H1 ions. Assume
that all ejected N atoms eventually form either HNO2 or
HNO3, then 6310210 mol H1 ions are produced. This
means a concentration increase to (10271631029) mol/l or
a pH value of 6.975 after an hour.

(10) pH measurements for bubbles of other gas m
tures: As a blind test one should also measure the pH a
function of time for pure argon bubbles. No pH chan
should occur. Neither do we expect a pH change for oxyg
argon mixtures as the main reaction product of the diss
ated oxygen should be H2O2.
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